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According to the Ifop Fiducial 

daily tracking poll, Marine Le 

Pen, head of the far-right 

National Front of France is 

projected to take 24% of the 

first-round of votes on April 

23, 2017, compared with 23% 

for Emmanuel Macron, 

former economy minister, and 18.5% for former Prime Minister Francois Fillon.1 

Restoration of the control of the French borders and scrapping up of the euro is the promise of Pen 

which is likely to sway the French nationals in the upcoming elections of May 2017. She  has also 

promised an EU referendum in France within six months of taking office of the presidency while taking 

the template from Britain’s vote for Brexit.  This would help France face the "wild and anarchic 

globalisation"2 more effectively. She considers Brexit as the most important event since the fall of the 

Berlin Wall, and Donald Trump's US presidential victory as "an additional stone in the building of a new 

world."3 She has warned the immigrants that “playtime is over.”4 Long before the Paris attacks on 

November 13, 2015, Le Pen had made a link between immigration and militant Islamism. In the 

immediate aftermath, she proposed a traditionally far-right view to strip dual-nationality Muslims of 

their French citizenship. According to BBC News, "She's managing to get these approval ratings by doing 

a Trump."5 

The company which she keeps furthers her anti-Union thoughts: such as her ties with the Dutch 

Freedom Party (PVV), Austria's Freedom Party (FPOe), Belgium's Flemish Interest (VB), Alternative for 

Germany (AfD) and the Italian Northern League (LN). They are all part of the FN-led Europe of Nations 

and Freedom grouping in the European Parliament and are either right-wing populist or, in the case of 

                                                           
1
  Jack Duffy, “France Vote: Le Pen 1 Point Ahead of Macron in First Round”, Financial Market News, April 11, 

2017. 
2
  Emmanuel Jarry and Andrew Callius,  “French EU exit would be tricky for a Le Pen Presidency”, Reuters, 

December 13, 2016. 
3
  Ibid. 

4
  Marysia Nowak & Becky Brenford, “France elections: what makes Le Pen far right?” BBC News, February 10, 

2017.  
5
  Ibid 
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the FPOe, far right. Similarly, the Italian Northern League's leader Matteo Salvini is known for his praise 

of fascist leader Benito Mussolini. These views are lethal and are of the political right in Europe. 6 

Earlier, the Dutch elections were expected to be a trampoline for the nationalist and populist force for 

the coming elections in France and Germany. However, Geert Wilders of the Dutch PVV, who wanted to 

ban the Koran, lost his elections in March 2017. The centrist candidate Emmanuel Macron, who is 

expected to defeat Le Pen by a margin of 58% to 42%, called Le Pen's nationalist proposals as fodder for 

"economic warfare" and considers “nationalism as war”. 7 

In March 2017, a closely watched election in a small western state of Saarland result has has swung in 

favour of German Chancellor Angela Merkel. Her CDU candidate, regional Prime Minister Annegret 

Kramp-Karrenbauer won 40.7% of the vote.  Saarland is also currently governed by ‘grand coalition’ of 

Merkel’s conservatives and the second-placed SPD Social Democrats like the Federal Germany. 

The SPD secured 29.6% of the vote. This indicates that the most likely outcome of the upcoming 

elections in September 2017 will be a continuation of the current two-party government. Nonetheless, 

Merkel has always taken the middle path, though she has quite conservative views on certain social 

issues such as, multiculturalism. 8 

Against this complicated political backdrop, the EU is grappling with several major challenges.  

Whether we like it or not, dawn of a new world order or may be the annihilation of the old world order 

is rising fast throughout Europe, including within the core EU nations like France and Germany. Would it 

unbind the solidarity of the EU from its prime ideas of multiculturism and tolerance? Termed as 

“euroskeptic”, populist, anti-establishment political parties are tapping the veins of anger. EU 

today portrays a complex political environment which cannot disregard hard decisions for long such as 

further integration or ensuring a strong, stable, united, economically vibrant EU in the long-term. 

Euroskeptic parties have a potential to gain enough support to enter or even lead their national 

governments, they could potentially stop or reverse at least some aspects of European solidarity as a 

core principle of the Union. For example, a range of euroskeptic parties did well in the 2014 European 

Parliament elections, winning up to 25% of the 751 seats. Some of them have made significant gains in 

national and local elections. For example, in Finland, a moderate euroskeptic party is part of the 

                                                           
6
  Prebble Q. Remswell, “Fascism Revisited or Millennial Eurosceptic Populism? Analysis and Rational for a New 

Political Movement in the 21
st

 Century”, (2016). 
7
  Ibid. 

8
  Sam Meredith, “Populist Political Parties to look out for in 2017”, www.cnbc.com 
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coalition government, while in Denmark; a minority government relies on a euroskeptic party to provide 

parliamentary support. In Poland, a nationalist party with a relatively euroskeptic approach won a 

majority in parliamentary elections in October 2015 and now leads the government.9 

There is also a call for the end of the eurozone or to the EU itself. The renewed concern of “democratic 

deficit’ is yet another issue for the EU to struggle with. The rising refugee and immigrant flow in sizeable 

numbers has driven poll numbers for populist and euroskeptic parties, especially those that harbor anti-

immigrant sentiments, to a larger extent. Espoused with the fears about globalization and a loss of 

European identity have also multiplied the factors in the growth in support for such parties.  

The positive side is that euroskepticism hold a wide range of views on European integration with some 

suggesting EU reforms and the other advocating for greater sovereignty.  Confidence in its capacity was 

successfully reflected in “post Brexit political reflection” on March 25, 2017.  All the members of the 27 

remaining states met in Rome to celebrate the 60th anniversary of the Treaty of Rome and reflect on 

the post Brexit situation.  At the end of the celebrations, the leaders adopted and signed the Rome 

Declaration setting out a joint vision for the years to come. "We have united for the better. Europe is 

our common future," they said in the Declaration. 

Leaders declared that, aware of the concerns of the EU citizens, they commit to the Rome Agenda, and 

pledged to work towards:  

 a safe and secure Europe 

 a prosperous and sustainable Europe 

 a social Europe 

 a stronger Europe on the global scene10 

Conclusively, the existential threat to the EU is currently faced with four possible options in the 

observations of Kristin Archick:11 

                                                           
9
  “ Eurosceptic ‘earthquake’ rocks EU elections”, May 26, 2014, www. Bbc.com 

10
  “Rome Declaration of the Leaders of 27 Member States and of the European Council, the European Parliament 

and the European Commission”, Press Release Database, europa.com 
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a. It might continue with the way it is currently functioning. This option, however, has looming 

difficulties with populism in the EU gaining a strong pressure group status. 

b. The two-speed or multi-speed option further integrates the core countries with freer options for 

the periphery countries in the areas of integration. This model however, does already exist with 

the eurozone, Shenegen, issues of justice and home affairs and defence policies. Yet, the 

possibilities of increased differences are more in this model.  

c. Third possible scenario is to loosen the structure so that the sovereignty reclaimed by some 

could be accommodated. Such a structure would have more chances of having a patchwork of a 

political system broken down to nation-states as a constituent.    

d. A configuration with more aligned and integrated EU comparatively smaller in size is yet another 

possibility with the EU. This perhaps is a very civil proposition. However, it does contain an 

alternate order while submitting to the nationalist euroskeptic proposal. 

Realistic inference suggests that the state egotism is a threatening phenomenon. Consensus on most 

major issues would require a strong influence of the institutional power which is getting affected by the 

reluctance of accepting Germany’s significance as a core power. The Trump-Merkel summit in the recent 

history holds the precedence. Those of both titled and untitled individuals would also remain with a 

focal role despite EU being a prime model of regionalism.  

                                                                                                                                                                                           
11

   Kristin Archick, “The European Union: Current Challenges and Future Prospects”, Congressional Research 
Service, February 27, 2017. Fas.org 


